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OUR VISION is to impact individual’s wealth by setting them free from financial pain 
and in the process create the most trusted and respected wealth building company in 

the world. We’re more interested in your vision. Whether to preserve your current 
wealth with a massive inflation beating savings, increase your income or simply 

reclaim control of your own financial livelihood, we’re here to support your 
aspirations with the products and systems to make your goals become reality.

SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
MEMBER PLATFORM $39/month when purchased A La Carte. The Member Platform 
provides access to true wholesale pricing on ALL of our products. The value is 
unlimited as you save on all of your silver and gold purchases. Does not include any 
coins on subscription. As a member you also have access to an all inclusive business 
with many tools such as a Marketing Funnel, banners, QR code and much more. You  
have access to earn leveraged recurring commissions. 

SILVER PIECE BUNDLE $47/month Includes the $39 MEMBER PLATFORM as well as a 
Semi-Numismatic Silver COIN ASSET. The coins range from 60 - 100+ in age and 
contain a combined 1/3 oz of pure silver total with each delivery.

AROUND THE WORLD BUNDLE $97/month Includes the $39 MEMBER PLATFORM as 
well as one coin from a rotation of Perfect Mint State 70 Silver COIN ASSETS from all 
around the world with each delivery. 

THE SELECT FEW BUNDLE $179/month Includes the $39 MEMBER PLATFORM as well 
as one coin from a rotation of SCARCE and highly collectible COIN ASSETS with each 
delivery. 
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* Subscriptions can be canceled at any time. Prices may fluctuate with the market. Commissions are earned on the subtotal of sales, 
taxes and shipping are not included. Commissions are only paid on Retail shop purchases not member shop purchases and there are 
no commissions on any bullion sales.



INCOME PLATFORM
When you take away the exaggerated fluff and all the rank qualifying hoops and 
hurdles, what remains is your true, simple and understandable income potential. Here 
at MintBuilder your income is straight forward, unlimited and very powerful! 

The Income Platform we use is called a Uni-Level and it is the most trusted and 
sustainable commission-based platform in the referral industry. It’s simple! Here’s 
how it works… all Subscription and Retail sales you personally refer are considered 
PERSONAL REFERRALS and are frontline to you. Any sales made by people you have 
personally referred or by any of their personally referred on tiers 2 through 5 below 
you are considered TEAM REFERRALS.

PLATFORM BENEFITS
1. There are no limitations to how wide you can build the first tier of your business. 

The more referrals you personally introduce the the wider and more profitable 
your business becomes. This width gives you income leverage multiplying the 
potential of tiers 2 through 5 below you.

2. You are not dependent on the work ethics of others in order to unlock specific 
rank paid commissions, your new income is right there for the taking.

3. Commissions on personal referrals are set high to create rapid income growth. 
Your team members on tiers 2 through 5 will be motivated to earn their own 
referral commissions just like you causing your leveraged income to soar!

4. Everyone can understand the simplicity of how they earn eliminating the typical 
business building hesitation seen with new affiliates in businesses with 
complicated income models. 

5. The best part of this platform is enjoying a much lower attrition rate. High drop 
out rates are typically caused by platforms that over promise and under deliver. 
Everything here is upfront, simple and very lucrative!
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* Subscriptions can be canceled at any time. Prices may fluctuate with the market. Commissions are earned on the subtotal of sales, 
taxes and shipping are not included. Commissions are only paid on Retail shop purchases not member shop purchases and there are 
no commissions on any bullion sales.



PERSONAL COMMISSIONS
EARN 10% RECURRING COMMISSIONS

You are paid 10% of the subtotal on every subscription and retail sale you personally 
refer. With Subscriptions your commissions are recurring which means you are paid on 
each subscription monthly. The perfect business model… make one referral and 
continue to earn from it! How many recurring subscriptions do you want to earn from? 
(Retail bullion sales pay 1%)

e.g. Personally Refer one THE SELECT FEW BUNDLE ($179) and you are paid $17.90 
every month for that single referral. Set a goal of one referral per week and see your 
income explode! 

TEAM MATCHING
RECEIVE 50% RECURRING MATCHES 

Just like you, everyone within your team earns 10% PERSONAL COMMISSIONS on 
Retail Sales as well as on Subscriptions. We add up ALL these 10% commissions 
earned from EVERYONE within your ENTIRE team and pay you a 50% TEAM 
MATCHING Commission! Your Team Matching Commissions on subscriptions are also 
recurring which means you are paid a 50% match every month.

*ENTIRE team refers to everyone on you tiers 1 through 4 meaning you are earning on 
5 tiers of subscriptions being sold. e.g. someone on your 4th tier refers THE SELECT 
FEW BUNDLE ($179) they earn 10% which is $17.90, and you earn a 50% Match which 
is $8.95 recurring earned from a sale on your 5th tier. 

* Subscriptions can be canceled at any time. Prices may fluctuate with the market. Commissions are earned on the subtotal of sales, 
taxes and shipping are not included. Commissions are only paid on Retail shop purchases not member shop purchases and there are 
no commissions on any bullion sales.
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INCOME GOAL
Focus on referring one person onto THE SELECT FEW BUNDLE per week. Why THE 
SELECT FEW BUNDLE? This bundle has the highest potential return to increase wealth 
faster (it’s like putting away $6 a day in TRUE WEALTH SAVINGS) and it will also 
increase your income super quick.

Here is a hypothetical example…

Let’s say that you and your team do not reach your goal of referring one THE SELECT 
FEW BUNDLE per week. Instead, you and your team each only refer one subscription 
every 10 weeks (that’s only 5 referrals a year instead of 52). Let’s also figure even 
lower and all the referrals end up purchasing the AROUND THE WORLD BUNDLE. 
After your 5 tiers have accomplished this your income will be $18,000 EVERY MONTH, 
that’s more than $200,000 a year! Even if this scenario had over a 50% failure rate 
your income would still be $100,000 a year. This income is being earned by simply 
helping people increase their wealth with a true asset and business platform. Can you 
start to envision the true income potential with our simple yet super powerful 
platform?
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Income Disclosure

The MintBuilder Compensation Plan is an exciting opportunity that rewards you for selling products and services and for sponsoring other participants
who do the same. Although the opportunity to earn with MintBuilder is extraordinary, individual results will vary depending on commitment levels and
sales skills of each participant. Success in MintBuilder has nothing to do with the market value of precious metals. Since MintBuilder has recently
launched, it lacks enough statistical data to prepare reliable income disclosures. The numbers below reflect estimates prepared by the company pending
a more detailed survey to be conducted after its first year of relaunch. Based on industry standards and company projections, the average annual gross
income for Independent Representatives is projected to be anywhere between $500 and $2,000. There will certainly be participants who will earn less
while others will earn much more. We’re excited about the Compensation Plan and we’re confident it will provide you a solid foundation to help you
achieve your financial goals. If income projections were presented to you prior to your enrollment, such projections are not necessarily representative of
the income, if any, that you can or will earn through your participation in the Compensation Plan. These income projections should not be considered as
guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Success results only from hard work, dedication, and leadership.

* Subscriptions can be canceled at any time. Prices may fluctuate with the market. Commissions are earned on the subtotal of sales, 
taxes and shipping are not included. Commissions are only paid on Retail shop purchases not member shop purchases and there are 
no commissions on any bullion sales.


